DCM PUBLIC SCHOOL
HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK
FOR SUMMER VACATIONS (2018-19)
Class: 5th
Subject: G.K
1. Learn and revise syllabus of Periodic 1.
2. Collect pictures of some personalities who are in news recently and paste them in your scrapbook.
3. Write and paste pictures about any five countries of the world (Except India) in your scrapbook.
Subject-Science
Do these questions in your science notebook
1. Write down some of your good and bad eating habits and how you wish to bring a change in the bad eating habit.
2. What is the similarity among birds, reptiles and human beings?
3. An eagle and an ostrich both have breaks, claws and feathers. Then what is the difference between them?
Project work
1. Collect feathers of different birds and paste them on your scrapbook. Write the name of the birds under each
feather.
2. Collect the leaves of some medicinal plants and paste them on your scrapbook. Also write the uses or health
benefit of such plants.
Note:- Revise July PT syllabus
SUBJECT: ENGLISH
1. Learn periodic one syllabus
2. Read & write (each word 10 times) dictation & difficult words from chapter 3,4,5 & 6.
3. Write 2 to 3 daily news headlines for one month in your notebook.
4. Make a chart on parts of Speech or Nouns or type of Articles.
5. Write a letter to your friend telling him/her about how you are learning to use computer.
6. Write a story on a day spent with your friend using the following words:
RIVER, BOAT, TREE, IN, OUT, BETWEEN, BIRD, WHITE, BLUE, INTO, BEHIND.
SUBJECT: MATHS
Q.NO.1: Make a model of one of the various solid shapes i.e. cone, cylinder, cube or cuboid.
Q.NO.2: Solve the crossword puzzle given on p.no.50 of chapter 3 and do it on a separate white sheet and colour it
properly.
Q.NO.3: Understand and learn the divisibility rules given on p.no.37 of your textbook.
Q.NO.4: Draw the face of a clock showing time for different activities performed by you during the day. Draw different
clock for each activity. Also write the type of angle formed between two hands. Take help from page no.176 of your book.
Q.NO.5: Solve the “Revision station “given on page no.76 of chapter “Fractions.”
Q.No.6: From chapter 13 “Mapping skills”, solve revision station given on page no. 197 on book.
Q.No.7: Do an Activity based on L.C.M. given on page no. 51 of chapter “Fractions and multiples. “Use colour pencils or
crayons only for colouring the multiples.
Q.NO.8: Revise the syllabus for periodic -1.
SUBJECT: SST
1. Learn periodic 01 syllabus chapter 1-4.
2. Write the names of capitals of Indian states and Union territories& write the main characteristics of each state and
Union territories.
3. Draw the political map of India on a chart.
4. Write down a paragraph on climate of Jammu &Kashmir region.
5. Write down the names of various ministers of Indian cabinet.
6. Write a story about life on Earth in the year 3000.
Subject-Computer
1. Revise the syllabus of Periodic Test- 1.
2. Make a chart of 25 shortcut keys.

Subject: Urdu Learn & Write with Picture:-Page no-12, 13,14,20,21 and 22

Subject: ART
Roll number (1-10):-Make a lantern from different coloured florescent sheets.
Roll number (11-20):-Make stars from different colourful papers or from thread.

